LIVE NOTES
FOR THE

RAGGED EDGE RADIO BROADCAST WORLDWIDE

JANUARY 20th to February 3rd
Theme: NON-HUMAN INSPIRATION
The ship sailing into and the shaping of final
history of humanity
The Devil speaks, assimilates and then acts. He is
breathing down the brains and into the hearts of billions

…where satan has his throne R2:13
An active dark thread through the systems of human history can be seen…if looked
for by those who know. This supra-dark inspiration has stalked, drawn, assimilated
and is shaping final human history. Humanity is being enticed, steered, directed,
embraced and corralled into a ‘collective that is the final interface of the nonhuman with the human. They walk among us or should I say they rage against
us……. they have since the beginning when they got the right to do so. Humanity
who is being eaten alive by this dark menace has done this, we opened the door to
the hounds of hell, and they are running circles around the best of fallen humanity.
They have an agenda and that agenda is:
Radically evil, focused on the whole earth (the sum total of humanity R 12),
supernaturally powerfully and with unprecedented growth is bleeding into
everything. They are supra human with powers; they are upon and attached to this
broken human race and its very future. They are seeking, inspiring, seducing,
tempting, lying to billions with a goal for……. the ‘sum total of human population.
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This dear friend must be understood by the church …. In our final hour (1 John 2)
They are infused, embedded and manifesting in many ways. Each one with satan
being the beast above them all are stalkers, a menace, a terror, an instigator,
agitator, brutes and liars. They are moving to accomplish a very ancient agenda,
this is what the world is clueless about and this is what believers must clearly
understand if they are going to be the powerhouse Christ intended.
What are they doing? How do we know it and what can be done about it? If this is
all true what can mere……. fallen, corrupted, powerless humanity do?

The five broadcast messages this week are:

LUCIFERIC INFUSION BECOMES POLITICAL IDEOLOGY
LUCIFERIC INFUSION BECOMES MILITARY VISION
LUCIFERIC INFUSION BECOMES ECONOMIC CENTRALIZATION
LUCIFERIC INFUSION BECOMES TECHNOLOGICAL ASTONISHMENT
LUCIFERIC INFUSION BECOMES THE DEGRADATION OF THE MASSES
Mix the most radical vicious evil with an almost total undetectable presence…. you
can then begin to calculate the powers of satan, demons and the fallen ones. But
until you know who, what, why and when this Luciferic agenda will unleash…. you
may just think the world is just crazy and you are just a victim. That is how they like
it! preying upon humanity only to use them as steppingstones to the ultimate goal.
The term I will use LUCIFERIC… here is my definition:
Satan, the demons and the fallen ones in all their real presence, practice, powers and purpose
embedding their will-plans-control into all the structures of humanity. See Revelation 12 the global
quest… to lead the whole world astray (assimilate them all).
Satan’s presence and agenda when embraced by those who believe this (doctrine satanas) embrace
‘luciferiansim’, the belief that satan is the really the great shinning one- the good guy….an ‘angel of light’
who promises to elevate humanity (like in the garden).
LUCIFERIC … the masqueraded presence of satan and his agenda operating or infused into ideologies,
lyrics, agendas…. even the collective mindset of the masses. This Luciferic principle and presence as it
captivates vulnerable - willing humanity will lead the human race into all that biblical prophecy reveals
…into a Luciferic globalism with all its antichrist presence, control and final destruction.
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LIVE NOTES
FOR THE

RAGGED EDGE RADIO BROADCAST WORLDWIDE
PART ONE

LUCIFERIC INFUSION BECOMES POLITICAL IDEOLOGY

Intro
1. WHEN SATAN ENTHRONES POLITICAL IDEOLOGY
• In a kingdom and its king
• Governing powers, laws and practices
• A people
• An established idol
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2. OLD TESTAMENT EXAMPLES
• Babylonians
• Moab
• Canaanites
2 Kings 223. HISTORIC EXAMPLES
• Nazis
• Islam
• World religions
4. CURRENT INTERFACE OF DARK POWERS AND POLITICAL IDEOLOGY
• Islam
• New ageism
• The old gods
• Charged or Luciferic globalism
5. DARK POLITICAL IDEOLOGY
• Has a spiritual source
• Driving the ruling elite
• Anti-God Christ Bible Christian Israel
• Its driving for global dominance
• In what ways do you see it?
• In education?
• In politics
• In the masses
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Notice the connection to …where /when satan has his throne is
embedded the dark powers-sexual decadence and an aggressive
opposition to Christianity, Christ and believers in Jesus.

What does this refer to?

Then the dragon was angry with the woman, and he
went to wage war with the remnant of her offspring,
who keep the commandments of God and have the
testimony of Jesus Christ

17

Coming part two/
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LIVE NOTES
FOR THE

RAGGED EDGE RADIO BROADCAST WORLDWIDE
PART TWO (A B C D)
LUCIFERIC INFUSION BECOMES MILITARY VISION

26

When the king of Moab saw that the battle had gone against him, he took with
him seven hundred swordsmen to break through to the king of Edom, but they
failed. 27 Then he took his firstborn son, who was to succeed him as king, and
offered him as a sacrifice on the city wall. The fury against Israel was great; they
withdrew and returned to their own land. 2 Kings 3

18

Then the Spirit came upon Amasai the captain of the officers, and he said,
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“We are for you, David,
and with you, son of Jesse.
Peace, peace to you,
and peace to the one helping you,
for your God helps you.”
So David welcomed them and appointed them as captains of the troops.
1 Chronicles 12
3

So Saul died because of his unfaithful deeds against the LORD, because of his
failure to keep the word of the LORD, and because he sought to consult a spirit of
divination… 1 Chronicles 10
34

The Spirit of the LORD enveloped Gideon. He blew a ram’s horn trumpet, and the
Abiezrites assembled behind him. 35 He sent messengers throughout all of
Manasseh and they assembled behind him as well. Judges 6 & 7

Now the Midianite camp was below him in the valley. 9 That night the LORD said to
him, “Get up and go down into the camp, for I have given it into your hands.
32

And what more shall I say? For time would fail me to tell of Gideon, Barak,
Samson, Jephthah, of David and Samuel and the prophets, 33 who through faith
subdued kingdoms, administered justice, obtained promises, stopped the mouths
of lions, 34 quenched the violence of fire, escaped the edge of the sword, out of
weakness were made strong, became valiant in fighting, and turned the armies of
foreign enemies to flight. Hebrews 11
14

The armies in heaven, clothed in fine linen, white and clean, followed Him on
white horses. R1919

19

Then I saw the beast and the kings of the earth with their armies gathered to
wage war against Him who sat on the horse and against His army. R1919
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First Earth

Spiritual Warfare and Military Endeavor See Here

A former intelligence professional sheds new light on the obscure intersection of the military and the
paranormal—the military-occult complex—and reveals the incredible story of psychic abilities turned
into a weapon of war by the world’s soldiers and spies.
In the annals of military and espionage history, many strange tales have been told, but none can match
the saga of psychic espionage-the history of the military-occult complex. With the flavor of fiction, yet
with its foundation in fact, The Psychic Battlefield is the complete history of the use of man’s
extrasensory powers in search of the information needed to win wars—hot and cold.
The Psychic Battlefield spans the five-thousand-year history of ESPionage, from the attempted
overthrow of the Pharaoh Rameses by magic to the CIA’s use of military-trained psychics during the Cold
War. It is a story as true as it is incredible.
expose of the paranormal research and remote-viewing experiments conducted by the CIA, as well as
the real effectiveness of the government’s Stargate program. Attorney, psychic, former intelligence
professional, and dark-side investigative reporter, W. Adam Mandel

PART TWO B
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LUCIFERIC INFUSION BECOMES MILITARY VISION
Intro1. POWER ENCOUNTERS IN MILITARY WARFIGHTING
• Examples in OT
• See scripture above
Notes
2. THE POWER OF GOD ON WARFIGHTING
• God’s power on
• Servants
• Warfighters
• In military battle
• In the future
3. THE SATANIC POWERS ON WARFIGHTING
• Blood sacrifice for weaponizing dark power
• Satan and the war in the heavenlies
• The satanization of military development
The nazis ..
4. THE SATANIC TROJAN HORSE
• The satanic offer paper clip or trojan horse
• You must know the end game..
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• And how they must get there… amageddon
• Mixing super powers into weapons
• Making supernatural weapons … psi soldiers

PART TWO C
5. THE END GAME TAKES DECADES….ARMAGEDDON
• It could never be done with out millions of
Satanic super soldiers
• SSS.. satanic super soldiers as much a major
development as the AC, false prophet and the
coming global system
• Super natural powers in the persons, political
ideology and military

The prize for producing a seventh child was to have the Reichsführer
himself as its godfather. In a further departure from traditional social
conventions, Himmler came to believe that Aryan types should also be
encouraged to breed out of wedlock. It was he who inspired the
Lebensborn (literally ‘source of life’) programme, which was designed to
allow SS officers to sire children with selected concubines located in
fifteen delivery suites-cum-kindergartens. Himmler was quite explicit
about the objective of all this: ‘To establish the Nordic race again in and
around Germany and…from this seed bed [to] produce a race of 200
million.’ ‘It must be a matter of course that we have children,’ he
declared in 1943. ‘It must be a matter of course that the most copious
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breeding should be from this racial elite of the German people. In 20 or
30 years we must really be able to its ruling class.’
Ferguson, Niall. The War of the World (p. 267). Penguin Publishing Group. Kindle Edition.

6. THE COMING TROOPS OF ARMAGEDDON
• Pure satan intention and will… agenda
• Prophetic exposure
• Historic reality
a. Progressive
b. Secretive.. on the deepest supernatural level
c. Who
d. How
e. Where
f. When
• Their use in the RED HORSE PROPHECY
a. Created and being created 200 million
b. Raging sleepers
c. Those who are breaking away
d. Are they Nephilim?
e. Augmented? How
ARMAGEDDON R1919 ramifications!! (PART 2 D)
7. COUNTERMEASURES NOW
• You must become ______________________
• You must know ________________________
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• You must act __________________________
8. COUNTERMEASURES THEN
• God is all over this
• God will act
• The safest place
• The glories to come
NOTE:
The coming race: The new race of immortals as an Army!

9. A WORD TO THE SSS AND THEIR MAKERS
•
•
•
•

Who you master is
What you really know
What you do….. account
Already a bloody lost cause before you get there

RIGHT NOW, YOU CAN GET OUT
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PART 3
LUCIFERIC INFUSION BECOMES ECONOMIC CENTRALIZATION
13

There was no food in all the land, for the famine was very severe, so that the
land of Egypt and all the land of Canaan languished because of the famine.
14
Joseph gathered up all the money that was found in the land of Egypt and in the
land of Canaan for the grain that they bought, and Joseph brought the money into
Pharaoh’s house. 15 When the money was all spent in the land of Egypt and in the
land of Canaan, all the Egyptians came to Joseph and said, “Give us food, for why
should we die in your presence? For our money is gone.” Genesis 47
5

When He opened the third seal, I heard the third living creature say, “Come!” I
looked, and there was a black horse, and he who sat on it had a pair of scales in
his hand. 6 Then I heard a voice in the midst of the four living creatures saying, “A
quart of wheat for a day’s wages, and three quarts of barley for a day’s wages,
and do not harm the oil and the wine.” Revelation 6
Proverbs 22:7
The rich rules over the poor, and the borrower is servant to the lender.
9 Then He called His twelve disciples together and gave them power and authority
over all demons and to cure diseases. 2 And He sent them to preach the kingdom
of God and to heal the sick. 3 He said to them, “Take nothing for your journey: no
staff, no bag, no bread, no money. And do not take two tunics apiece. 4 Whatever
house you enter, stay there, and from there depart. 5 Whoever will not receive
you, when you go out of that city, shake off the very dust from your feet as a
testimony against them.” 6 So they departed and went through the towns,
preaching the gospel and healing everywhere.
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The antichrist will have to have a very big checkbook
During the final days of World War II, German SS officers crammed trains, cars,
and trucks full of gold, currency, and jewels, and headed for the mountains of
Austria. Fearful of arrest and determined to keep the stolen loot out of Allied
hands, they concealed their treasures and fled. Most of these men were
eventually apprehended, but many managed to evade capture. The intensive
postwar Allied investigation that followed recovered only a sliver of this mountain
of gold. What happened to the rest of it, and what fate befell these men? Nazi
Millionaires: The Allied Search for Hidden SS Gold
A rather breathless account, first published in 1984 and updated for this edition,
of what happened to the ``Nazi gold'' (and gold currency bonds, bank notes of
various countries, coins, jewelry, paintings, and other goodies) that disappeared
in the last days of the Third Reich. The immediate cause of its dispersal lay in a
raid on Berlin on February 3, 1945 by nearly a thousand Flying Fortress bombers.
The Reichsbank took 21 direct hits, and shortly thereafter the bulk of the gold
reserves, weighing around 100 tons and requiring thirteen railway flat cars to
transport them, were stored in a deep mine at Merkers, 200 miles southwest of
Berlin. On April 4, this site was overrun by Patton's Third Army, which captured
gold and currency worth some $315 million at 1945 prices, in addition to 400 tons
of paintings, the 3,000-year-old Egyptian statuette of Queen Nefertiti, and two
million books. Sayer and Botting (Hitlers Last General, not reviewed, etc.) deal
with what remained. They estimate the overall total of funds missing or stolen at
$433 million, worth nearly $4 billion today. That figure includes $3.6 billion in gold
currency bonds seized by Red Army Intelligence, and quietly and efficiently
marketed in later years (an intriguing episode unfortunately neglected here), and
seven tons of gold from the German Foreign Office which the authors located in
the Bank of England. A colorful crew of characters circle around or disappear with
the remainder, but often Sayer and Botting get bogged down tracing two bars of
gold here or voicing dark suspicions about what is being covered up by the US
Occupation authorities there. Indeed, much of the latter part of their story deals
less with Nazi gold than with the high living of occupation troops in Germany.
Vivid investigative reporting is obscured by dust and cobwebs. (16 pages b&w
photos) -- Copyright ©1999, Kirkus Associates, LP. All rights reserved.
Nazi Gold: The Story of the World's Greatest Robbery-And Its Aftermath
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WHERE WILL ALL THE MONEY GO?
1. FUNDING A REGIME CHANGE
• Small or large they need money
• Money for the elite
• Money for the soldiers
• Money power and control
2. ASTOUNDING AND MASSIVE SUMS OF MONEY
• The world’s financial elite
• Recruiting the elite
• Eyes wide open or shut
3. FOLLOW THE MONEY TRAIL
• Where does it all go?
• The money trail
4. COLLAPSING AND ASSIMILATION OR WORLD FINANCES
• This is the reason for the Red Horse elimination

• The black horse by design
• Collapsing
• Assimilation
• Control
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1. Financial Apocalypse Brings an Economic New World Order The Nightmare on
Wall Street Sets the Stage 2. The Future Has Already Been Written How Close Are
We to the Final Act? 3. Your Future Is in the Cards From Paper to Plastic 4. The
Coming Cashless Society The Buck Stops Here 5. Biometrics and the Beast Don’t
Let It Get Under Your Skin 6. Rise of the G-10 The End-Time Economic System
Begins 7. Runaway Inflation Rocks the World The Sound of Approaching
Hoofbeats 8. One World Under Antichrist “I Am God and the World Is Mine” 9.
The Coming World Commerce Secretary End-Time Economic Czar 10. Babylon, the
Great City Wall Street of the End Times 11. Unlocking the Mystery of the Mark—
666 “Will that be the right hand or the forehead?” 12. Megatrend 20/20: Seeing
the Future Clearly How Close Is Cashless? 13. Cashless and You Dollars and Sense
Hitchcock, Mark. The End of Money (pp. 3-4). Harvest House Publishers. Kindle Edition.

5. ITS ALL ABOUT CONTROL AND PREPPERS SHOULD PREP
• Creating dependency
• Self sufficient
• God dependent
• Prepping for what?

a. Selfish prepping
b. God and prophetic preparation Agabus
c. God supplies
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OT God supplies, Joseph, Elijah Book of Acts provisions
Notes:
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LIVE NOTES
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RAGGED EDGE RADIO BROADCAST WORLDWIDE
PART FOUR

LUCIFERIC INFUSION INCLUDES
TECHNOLOGICAL ASTONISHMENT
19

Then I saw the beast and the kings of the earth with their armies gathered to
wage war against Him who sat on the horse and against His army Revelation
19:19

4

And they worshipped the dragon which gave power unto the beast: and they

worshipped the beast, saying, Who is like unto the beast? who is able to make
war with him?
5

And there was given unto him a mouth speaking great things and blasphemies;
and power was given unto him to continue forty and two months.
6

And he opened his mouth in blasphemy against God, to blaspheme his name,
and his tabernacle, and them that dwell in heaven.

7

And it was given unto him to make war with the saints, and to overcome them:
and power was given him over all kindreds, and tongues, and nations.

The LORD has opened His armory and has brought out the weapons of His
indignation, for this is the work of the Lord GOD of Hosts in the land of the
Chaldeans. Jeremiah 50:25
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He says: You are My battle-ax
and weapon of war:
for with you I will break in pieces the nations,
and with you I will destroy kingdoms; Jeremiah 51
4

For the weapons of our warfare are not carnal, but mighty through God to the
pulling down of strongholds, 2 Corinthians 10

1. THE INSURRECTION AND WAR IN THE HEAVENLIES
• Where it all began
• What was the weapons of that warfare?
• Thrown down, out
2. THE WEAPONS OF WAR
• From the fallen ones to fallen humans
• Teaching the weapons of war
• The dark spirits behind the OT war tribes/nations

3. THE INSPIRATION FOR WAR/WEAPONS
• Ezekiel 28
• Trafficked in his trade
• Technology … subversion, submission, control, elimination
• The technology ……to make war on God- the second coming

4. THE NEED FOR THE MOST POWERFUL ARMIES IN WORLD HISTORY
• History’s armies
• The final kingdom
• The language of that militaristic kingdom
Its war on:
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a.
b.
c.
d.

Mankind
Believers in Christ/ in heaven and on earth
Israel
The ULTIMATE …. Christ

5. THE R1919 ARMIES, WEAPONS AND THEIR TARGET –
ARMAGEDDON
• Planetary defense weapons systems
• Artilects … war machines interfaced with spirits?
• What numbers
• What weapons/ technology
• What strategy

Revelation 19
The Man of War
The LORD is a man of war; the LORD is His name. Exodus 15
Savior from Gen 3:15 to the Cross to the final descent
Who Judges and makes war

Where do you see yourself on the last day of fallen human history?
Can Biblical Prophecy be used now for
Warning?
Evangelism
Preparation
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Psalm 91
He who dwells in the shelter of the Most High
shall abide under the shadow of the Almighty.
2
I will say of the LORD, “He is my refuge and my fortress,
my God in whom I trust.”
3
Surely He shall deliver you from the snare of the hunter
and from the deadly pestilence.
4
He shall cover you with His feathers,
and under His wings you shall find protection;
His faithfulness shall be your shield and wall.
5
You shall not be afraid of the terror by night,
nor of the arrow that flies by day;
6
nor of the pestilence that pursues in darkness,
nor of the destruction that strikes at noonday.
7
A thousand may fall at your side
and ten thousand at your right hand,
but it shall not come near you.
8
Only with your eyes shall you behold
and see the reward of the wicked.
9
Because you have made the LORD, who is my refuge,
even the Most High, your dwelling,
10
there shall be no evil befall you,
neither shall any plague come near your tent;
11
for He shall give His angels charge over you
to guard you in all your ways.
12
They shall bear you up in their hands,
lest you strike your foot against a stone.
13
You shall tread upon the lion and adder;
the young lion and the serpent you shall trample underfoot.
14
Because he has set his love upon Me, therefore I will deliver him;
I will set him on high, because he has known My name.
15
He shall call upon Me, and I will answer him;
I will be with him in trouble,
and I will deliver him and honor him.
16
With long life I will satisfy him
and show him My salvation.
1
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PART FIVE

LUCIFERIC INFUSION INCLUDES
THE DEGRADATION OF THE MASSES
13

He said also unto me, Turn thee yet again, and thou shalt see greater
abominations that they do. Ezekiel 8

11

“Because Manasseh king of Judah has done these abominations, things more
evil than all that the Amorites did, and has also caused Judah to sin with his idols,
2 Kings 21
9

even him, whose coming is in accordance with the working of Satan with all
power and signs and false wonders, 10 and with all deception of unrighteousness
among those who perish… 2 Thessalonians 2
They are clouds without water, carried along by winds; autumn trees without
fruit, twice dead, uprooted; 13 raging waves of the sea, which are foaming up their
own shame; wandering stars for whom the gloom of darkness has been kept
forever. 14 Enoch, the seventh generation from Adam, also prophesied of these
men, saying, “Look! The Lord is coming with ten thousand of His holy ones, 15 to
execute judgment on everyone, and to convict all who are godless of all their
wicked deeds that they have committed, and of all the terrible words that godless
sinners have spoken against Him.” 16 These men are grumblers, complainers, who
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walk after their own lusts. Their mouths speak arrogant words, and they flatter
others to gain profit.
Jude/read the entire book
The study of Romans 1:18 to the end reveals the spiraling down of exchanging God
for the finite, growing dark in their understanding…..building minds that become
futile and a moral decadence that even changes /mutates the natural order.
Sin darkens the mind, the heart and changes a person personality. Sin opens the
door for the demonic to work their will deeper and its clear in satanic rituals that
moral decadence (even forced moral decadence) opens the door for demonic
attachment and even possession.

1. THE FALL OF THE HUMAN RACE
• The things we lost
• The things that ….came in
• Infusion of two codes
a. The sin code
b. The death code
2. THE SIN OR SARX SIN CODE
• It is an operation permeating ‘infection’
• Romans 8
• ‘it’ is (what separates us from God) the wages of sin!
a. Hostile to God
b. Unable and unwilling to turn to God
c. In and beyond the DNA
>> note: this cant be fixed by man, salvation in Christ is the
provision/the physics of God in changing this
3. SATAN’S RIGHTS IN ACTIVE SIN
• Eph. 2
• A platform
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• The deeper in sin the darker in
the full construction of a person
• The sin code an extension of what happened in Ez. 28
4. MORAL DECADENCE OPENS WIDE THE DOOR
• For reveling in even more sin
• Darker and darker
• Conscience seared as with a hot iron
5. THE FINAL 4 MEGA DECADENT ADDICTIONS IN BILLIONS
• Biblical Prophecy reveals the 4 major ‘addictions’ of the human race in
the final 7 years

1. The direct embrace of demons
2. Violence murder theft
3. Sexual decadence
4. Sorceries/ pharmakon
20But

the rest of mankind, who were not killed by these plagues, did not repent of
the works of their hands, that they should not worship demons, and idols of gold,
silver, brass, stone, and wood, which can neither see nor hear nor walk. 21And
they did not repent of their murders or their [f]sorceries or their sexual immorality
or their thefts. Revelation 9

What is God speaking to your heart
How will you respond
What changes will you make
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Here are a few books to research… The Black Awakening is about the chaos to come and
a new order…. The troops/super military to come. The Book of Revelation is a vital book
to understand .. those to books see www.shatterthedarkness.net all others see amazon
or book store for info.
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